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Abstract Von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) syndrome is an
inherited cancer syndrome in which 8–17 % of germline
mutation carriers develop pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors
(PNETs). There is limited data on prognostic markers for
PNETs other than Ki-67, which is included in the World
Health Organization classification system. Recently, specif-
ic genes and pathways have been identified by whole exome
sequencing which may be involved in the tumorigenesis of
PNETs and may be markers of disease aggressiveness. The
objective of this study was to identify molecular markers of
aggressive disease in VHL-associated PNETs. The protein
expression of eight genes (PTEN, CHGA, CHGB, ATRX,
DAXX, CC-3, VEGF, and TP53) was analyzed in PNETs by
immunohistochemistry and compared to clinical data, VHL
genotype, functional imaging results, and pathologic findings.
Subcellular distribution of phosphatase and tensin (PTEN),
chromogranin A (CHGA), and alpha thalassemia/mental
retardation syndrome X-linked (ATRX) were significantly
different by WHO classifications (p≤0.05). There was de-
creased PTEN nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio (p<0.01) and
decreased CHGA nuclear expression (p=0.03) in malignant
samples as compared to benign. Lower cytoplasmic chromog-
ranin B (CHGB) expression (p=0.03) was associated with
malignant tumors and metastasis. Higher nuclear expression

of PTEN was associated with VHL mutations in exon 3 (p=
0.04). Higher PTEN and CHGB expression was associated
with higher FDG-PET avidity (p<0.05). Cytoplasmic expres-
sion of CC-3 was associated with higher serum chromogranin
A levels (ρ=0.72, p=0.02). Lastly, greater cytoplasmic ex-
pression of p53 was associated with metastasis. Our findings
suggest that altered PTEN, ATRX, CHGA, and CHGB ex-
pression are associated with aggressive PNET phenotype in
VHL and may serve as useful adjunct prognostic markers to
Ki-67 in PNETs.

Introduction

Von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) syndrome is an inherited cancer
syndrome due to a germline inactivating mutation in the
VHL tumor suppressor gene. Patients with VHL have a high
risk of developing multiple neoplasms, including an 8–17 %
risk of developing pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors
(PNETs). These tumors may be benign or malignant, and
can be synchronous or metachronous [1, 2].

Several prognostic classification systems (World Health
Organization (WHO), European Neuroendocrine Tumor
Society (ENETS), and American Joint Committee on
Cancer (AJCC)) for PNETs have been developed [3–5].
While these classification systems have been validated as a
risk stratification tool [5–9] there has been little additional
prognostic information available for PNETs and currently,
only Ki-67 has been used as a tissue marker [10].

A recent study addressed this gap in PNET prognostica-
tion and sought to identify the most frequently mutated
genes in sporadic PNETs. The investigators used exome
sequencing in ten sporadic PNETs, with additional screening
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for the most common mutations found in an additional 58
samples [10]. Jiao and colleagues identified the presence of
somatic mutations in MEN1 (44.1 %), DAXX (25 %), ATRX
(17.6 %), and PTEN (7.3 %). Furthermore, the presence of
somatic mutations in MEN1 and/or DAXX/ATRX was asso-
ciated with better survival as compared to patients with
PNETs which had wild-type MEN1 and/or DAXX/ATRX
[10].

Several candidate markers have also been associated with
disease aggressiveness. The expression of CHGA and
CHGB varies among different types of neuroendocrine
tumors (NETs). In general, greater expression of CHGA is
seen in well-differentiated as opposed to poorly differenti-
ated NETs [11]. Increased CHGB expression is associated
with a favorable prognosis in patients with sporadic medul-
lary thyroid cancer, but inversely in patients with prostate
cancer [11]. Higher expression of the apoptosis-related pro-
tein, cleaved caspase-3 (CC-3), has been associated with
prognosis in PNETs with greater expression in benign
PNETs as compared to malignant sporadic PNETs [12].
The expression of vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) has been associated with tumor aggressiveness
and patient prognosis in a variety of human malignancies
[13]. Lastly, altered p53 expression is frequently seen in
many tumors, with tumor suppressor protein-53 (TP53)
cited as the most frequently mutated gene associated with
malignancy [14]. Yachida et al. recently described abnormal
immunolabeling of p53 in nine of 19 poorly differentiated
PNETs, but 0 of 11 well-differentiated PNETs [15].

To our knowledge, the protein expression of these genes
has not been examined in the context of VHL-associated
PNETs and the utility of the WHO, ENET, and AJCC
prognostic scoring systems in VHL-associated PNETs is
not known. Thus, the aim of this study was to determine if
any of the genes were associated with PNET phenotype
using immunohistochemistry analysis for phosphatase and
tensin (PTEN), alpha thalassemia/mental retardation
syndrome X-linked (ATRX), death-associated protein 6
(DAXX), chromogranin A (CHGA), chromogranin B
(CHGB), CC-3, VEGF, and p53.

Materials and Methods

Patients and Tissue Samples

Patients with VHL syndrome who had a pancreatic mani-
festation of their disease were enrolled in a prospective
protocol approved by the Office of Human Subject Research
at the National Institutes of Health (NIH). All participants
gave written informed consent. For all patients who met
criteria for an operation, a portion of the surgical specimen
was snap-frozen at the time of surgery and stored at −80 °C.

A section of each specimen was fixed in formalin and
embedded in paraffin. These samples included well-
differentiated neuroendocrine tumors with benign character-
istics (n=4), well-differentiated neuroendocrine tumors with
uncertain characteristics (n=7), neuroendocrine carcinoma
(n=4), microcystic serous cystadenoma (n=4), and normal
pancreas (n=4). Demographic, clinical, radiologic, and
pathology data were collected and are summarized in
Table 1.

Immunohistochemistry

Immunohistochemistry was performed using Vectastain
ABC kit (Vector Laboratories, Inc., Burlingame, California)
according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Five-
micron sections of tissue samples were de-paraffinized for
30 min in xylene then rehydrated first for 30 min in 100 %
ethanol, followed by a 5-min rinse each in 95, 70, and 50 %
ethanol. Finally, tissue sections were washed for 5 min in
de-ionized water. Rehydrated sections underwent a two-step
antigen retrieval process, first incubated for 30 min at room
temperature in 0.1 % saponin (Calbiochem, Darmstadt,
Germany), and then in 1× pH 6.0 citrate buffer (Thermo
Scientific, Fremont, California) for 15 min at 100 °C. Tissue
sections were incubated for 20 h with respective primary
antibodies: PTEN rabbit monoclonal primary antibody
against the carboxy-terminal sequence at a 1:100 dilu-
tion (#9559, Cell Signaling Technology, Inc., Danvers,
Massachusetts); ATRX rabbit polyclonal primary antibody
against amino acid sequence 2161–2413 at a 1:100 dilution

Table 1 Clinical characteristics of the study cohort

Clinical feature Number

Number of patients 21

Sex

Male 8

Female 13

Age, years 48.5±13.4

Range 19 to 70

Pathology diagnosis

Normal islet cells 4

Microcystic serous cystadenoma 4

PNET, well-differentiated, benign 4

PNET, well-differentiated, uncertain 7

PNET, neuroendocrine carcinoma 4

FDG-PET avid

Yes 10

No 11

Serum chromogranin A (reference normal <93 ng/ml)

Mean 212

Range 98–1,105
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(#S1800, Epitomics, Inc., Burlingame, California); DAXX
rabbit polyclonal primary antibody against amino acid se-
quence 261–274 at a dilution of 0.9 μg/mL (#NBP1-03157,
Novus Biologicals, Littleton, CO); CHGA rabbit polyclonal
primary antibody against a site within amino acid sequence
250–457 of P10645 at a 1:2,200 dilution (ab15160, Abcam
Inc, Cambridge, Massachusetts); CHGB rabbit polyclonal
primary antibody against 15 amino acids in the C-terminal at
a 1:2,500 dilution (ab12242, Abcam Inc, Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts); CC-3 rabbit polyclonal primary antibody
against a 17/19-kDa fragment resulting from cleavage adja-
cent to Asp175 at a 1:1,400 dilution (#9661, Cell Signaling
Technology, Inc., Danvers, Massachusetts); VEGF rabbit
polyclonal primary antibody against isoforms 121, 145,
165, 189, and 206 at a 2.5 μL/mL dilution (ab46154, Abcam
Inc, Cambridge, Massachusetts); and p53 mouse monoclo-
nal primary antibody against a site located between the N-
terminal amino acids 1–45 at a 1:25 dilution (M7001, Dako
North America, Inc., Carpinteria, California). DAB peroxi-
dase substrate kit (Vector Laboratories, Inc.) was used for
staining prior to dehydration of the tissue samples. Bronchi-
al epithelial cells were used as a positive control for PTEN
staining, gallbladder mucosa was used as a positive control
for ATRX, CC-3, and p53 staining; normal pancreas acinar
cells were used as a positive control for DAXX and normal
pancreatic islet cells were used as a positive control for
CHGA, CHGB, and VEGF. Negative control tissue sections
from each tumor sample were incubated for 20 h with rabbit
serum, rather than primary antibody.

Analyses

Each sample was scored by two independent evaluators for
both nuclear and cytoplasmic intensity and percent of cells
positive. A semi-quantitative scale was used. Intensity was
scored as none (1), faint (2), moderate (3), or strong (4).
Percent of positive cells was categorized as <33 % (1),
between 33 and 66 % (2) and >66 % (3). Independent scores
were evaluated using Spearman’s correlation test prior to
averaging for further analysis, with ρ>0.7 for all categories.
The average nuclear intensity and nuclear distribution score
for each sample were multiplied to create a total nuclear
score [16]. This was similarly performed to calculate a
cytoplasmic score. Scores for nuclear and cytoplasmic ex-
pression of PTEN immunostaining as well as nuclear-to-
cytoplasmic ratio were compared within each pathologic
diagnosis. Grubb’s outlier analysis was performed of
each group, with significant outliers, if present, dis-
carded prior to determining the average score for each
group. Average nuclear scores, cytoplasmic scores, and
nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratios were compared among
each histopathologic diagnosis and to patient clinical
characteristics.

Results

Phosphatase and Tensin Homolog

All tissue samples showed positive immunostaining after
incubation with anti-PTEN protein antibody. Inter-reader
correlation was high (ρ=0.7060, p<0.01). Representa-
tive images are shown in Fig. 1. Both cytoplasmic
expression of PTEN and nuclear-to-cytoplasmic (N/C)
ratio of PTEN expression was significantly different by
histopathologic diagnostic groups (p<0.05 and p<0.02,
respectively). The N/C ratio was lowest for carcinomas
(p=0.02).

We observed no significant difference in PTEN immu-
nostaining by patient age, gender, Ki-67 index, 6-L-18F-
fluorodihydroxyphenylalanine (18F-FDOPA) PET avidity
or SUV value. However, patients with a VHL mutation in
exon 3 had significantly higher nuclear expression of
PTEN compared with patients with mutations in exon 1
or 2 (p=0.04, Fig. 2). PTEN cytoplasmic expression was
higher in patients with F-18-deoxyglucose positron emis-
sion tomography (18F-FDG PET) avid tumors (p=0.04,
Fig. 3).

Alpha Thalassemia/Mental Retardation Syndrome
X-Linked

All tissue samples showed positive immunostaining for
ATRX. Inter-reader correlation was high (ρ=0.84, p<
0.01). Representative images are shown in Fig. 4. Within
categories of PNETs, the N/C ratio was significantly higher
by WHO histologic classification (p=0.04). No additional
statistically significant associations were identified by
clinical, radiographic, or genotype data.

Death-Associated Protein 6

All tissue samples showed positive immunostaining for
DAXX protein. Inter-reader correlation was high (ρ=0.86,
p<0.01). We found no statistically significant difference in
tumor DAXX protein expression by pathologic diagnosis,
clinical data, VHL exon mutation, and functional imaging
results.

Chromogranin A

Seventeen of 20 (85 %) tumor tissue samples showed
positive immunostaining for CHGA, with one of four
MCA samples and two of four malignant samples show-
ing no evidence of staining. Inter-reader correlation was
high (ρ=0.80, p<0.01). Representative images are
shown in Fig. 5. As tumor grade increased, nuclear
expression of CHGA decreased (p=0.03). Additionally,
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primary tumors from patients with evidence of meta-
static disease demonstrated significantly less CHGA
protein expression than tumors in patients without

metastases (p=0.03). There was no significant associa-
tion between serum Chromogranin A values and tumor
CHGA immunostaining.

Fig. 1 Representative
PTEN expression by
immunohistochemistry.
a Normal islet cells
(magnified ×20), b microcystic
serous cystadenoma
(magnified ×20), c well-
differentiated neuroendocrine
tumor, benign characteristics
(magnified ×20), d well-
differentiated neuroendocrine
tumor, undetermined
characteristics (magnified ×20),
e neuroendocrine carcinoma
(magnified ×20); bottom right
immunohistochemistry scoring
averages by diagnosis

Fig. 2 Level of PTEN nuclear expression by VHL mutation location.
Box plot represents PTEN nuclear score. PTEN expression by immu-
nohistochemistry was significantly different (p=0.04) with only an
18 % overlap in PTEN expression level by exon mutation status

Fig. 3 PTEN cytoplasmic expression by 18F-FDG-PET avidity. Box
plot represents the PTEN cytoplasmic expression by the presence or
absence of an 18F-FDG PET avid tumor on imaging. PTEN expression
was significantly different (p=0.04) by 18F-FDG PET avidity status
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Chromogranin B

All tissue samples, except one malignant tumor, showed
positive immunostaining for CHGB. Inter-reader correlation
was high (ρ=0.83, p<0.01). Representative images are
shown in Fig. 6. Primary tumor samples from patients with
metastatic disease had less cytoplasmic expression than
tissue samples from patients without metastatic disease
(p=0.03). Additionally, if a cytoplasmic outlier sample
was excluded (outlier score=7.5, remaining average
score=1.5), WHO grade III tumors had lower cytoplasmic
expression than MCAs and WHO grade I and II tumors.

Cleaved Caspase-3

All tissue samples showed positive immunostaining for
CC-3 protein. Inter-reader correlation was high (ρ=0.73,
p<0.01). There was a significant correlation between
cytoplasmic expression of CC-3 and serum values of
chromogranin A (ρ=0.72, p=0.02).

Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor

All tissue samples showed positive immunostaining for
VEGF protein. Inter-reader correlation was high (ρ=0.74,
p<0.01). No outliers were identified but we found no sta-
tistically significant associations with pathologic diagnosis,
clinical data, VHL exon mutation, and functional imaging
results.

Tumor Suppressor Protein-53

Nineteen of 20 (95 %) tumor tissue samples showed
positive immunostaining for p53. Inter-reader correlation
was high (ρ=0.83, p<0.01). Primary tumor samples
from patients with metastatic disease had greater cytoplasmic
expression than tissue samples from patients without
metastatic disease (p<0.04). Presence of VHL mutations in
exon 3 trended towards higher cytoplasmic expression of
PTEN compared with patients with mutations in exon 1 or 2
(p=0.09).

Fig. 4 ATRX expression by
immunohistochemistry in
representative tissue samples.
a Normal islet cells
(magnified ×20), b microcystic
serous cystadenoma
(magnified ×20), c well-
differentiated neuroendocrine
tumor, benign characteristics
(magnified ×20), d well-
differentiated neuroendocrine
tumor, undetermined
characteristics (magnified ×20),
e neuroendocrine carcinoma
(magnified ×20); bottom right
ATRX expression level by
diagnosis
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Discussion

In this study, we performed a comprehensive analysis of the
protein expression of eight genes by immunohistochemistry
in VHL-associated PNETs to determine if any of these genes
may be associated with clinical characteristics and outcome,
imaging, and genetic data. We found differences in subcel-
lular compartment expression of PTEN, ATRX, CHGA, and
CHGB in VHL-associated PNETs which were associated
with more aggressive tumors.

PTEN is a tumor suppressor gene with a well-established
role as a susceptibility gene for Cowden’s syndrome which
has more recently been implicated in a variety of malignan-
cies, including PNET. Jiao and associates [10] identified a
mutation rate of 7 % in the PTEN gene in sporadic PNETs.
Perren and colleagues [10, 17] identified loss of heterozy-
gosity in PTEN in one-third of sporadic PNETs. In some,
but not all studies, the level of PTEN expression was asso-
ciated with a worse prognosis and poor response to chemo-
therapy in patients with PNETs [15, 18–20]. Several

investigators have observed that the function of PTEN is
dependent on subcellular localization throughout the cell
cycle [21–23]. In the nucleus, PTEN maintains chromosome
stability [24] and downregulates cyclin D1 with cell arrest,
and thereby prevents activation of MAPK [23, 25]. On the
other hand, cytoplasmic PTEN inhibits Akt, serving a pro-
apoptotic function [23, 26]. Altered trafficking of PTEN has
been described in other studies, but none have been in the
context of VHL syndrome [17, 27]. In one study, no asso-
ciation was observed based on the subcellular localization of
PTEN and clinical outcome [17]. In contrast, Missiaglia and
colleagues [27] found that a low cytoplasmic expression of
PTEN is associated with a shorter disease-free interval. In
our study, we found that patients with VHL-associated
PNETs with a higher tumor nuclear-to-cytoplasmic PTEN
expression ratio were more likely to have advanced disease
by the WHO histologic classification. Interplay of the
mTOR/PTEN pathway and VHL has been suggested in a
variety of cancers [28–31]. These studies thus support our
findings regarding altered PTEN subcellular localization in

Fig. 5 CHGA expression by
immunohistochemistry in
representative tissue samples.
a Normal islet cells
(magnified ×20), b microcystic
serous cystadenoma
(magnified ×20), c well-
differentiated neuroendocrine
tumor, benign characteristics
(magnified ×20), d well-
differentiated neuroendocrine
tumor, undetermined
characteristics (magnified ×20),
e neuroendocrine carcinoma
(magnified ×20); bottom right
CHGA expression level by
diagnosis
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aggressive PNETs and higher cytoplasmic expression in
FDG avid PNETs.

There is growing data of the role of ATRX and DAXX in
oncogenesis. For example, ATRX and DAXX have been
shown to interact with promyelocytic leukemia nuclear
bodies (PML-NBs) and play a role in chromatin remodeling
during S-phase [15, 32–37]. Recently, Heaphy and col-
leagues [38] suggested a mechanism by which a loss of
either ATRX or DAXX protein expression may occur as a
result of altered telomere length in sporadic PNETs. Other
investigators have also shown that ATRX regulates DNA
methylation [39–41] and RNA-mediated DNA methylation
[42]. In the current study, all tissue samples had strong
nuclear staining for ATRX and DAXX. However, altered
N/C ATRX staining was observed with increased ratios in
more aggressive tumors. To our knowledge, cytoplasmic
localization of ATRX has only been described once in the
literature, identified by immunofluorescence studies, and
isolated to metaphase and anaphase of mitotic cells [43].
Typically, ATRX is described to dissociate with DAXX after
chromatin remodeling occurs and then re-locates to the
cytoplasm where it interacts with FAS ligand [36, 44]. The
presence of cytoplasmic staining in our study may be due to
more aggressive tumors having higher number of cells in
metaphase and anaphase.

Chromogranins are a family of glycoproteins found in
secretory vesicles within neuroendocrine cells. Chromogranin

A is commonly used as a biomarker for neuroendocrine
tumors: tissue CHGA is helpful for confirming a diagnosis
of neuroendocrine cell type, whereas serum CHGA levels
have been shown to correlate to patient tumor burden and
may be helpful for patient surveillance [11, 45]. Chromog-
ranin B has not been widely studied and does not have a
defined clinical application presently. Several immunohisto-
chemistry studies have shown varied results, with high
expression related to a better prognosis in sporadic medul-
lary thyroid cancer, worse prognosis in prostate cancer, and
mixed results in pheochromocytomas [46–49]. This variety
may be accounted for by the unique post-translational pro-
cessing of the chromogranin family in different neuroendo-
crine tissues creating a different expression profile of
epitopes [50]. Chromogranin’s post-translational processing
may even vary within tissue, as demonstrated in different
expression patterns of different pancreatic islet cell types
within normal pancreatic tissue [51].

Immunostaining within our cohort of patients demon-
strated that higher tumor grade was associated with lower
nuclear expression of CHGA (p=0.03), with no significant
difference in levels of cytoplasmic expression. Nuclear ex-
pression of CHGA has only been reported in one prior
publication. The significance of this difference in subcellu-
lar localization is unclear [52]. CHGB immunostaining
showed less cytoplasmic glycoprotein expression in primary
tumors of patients with metastatic disease than in tissue

Fig. 6 CHGB expression by
immunohistochemistry in
representative tissue samples.
a Negative control
(magnified ×20), b normal
islet cells, in patient with
VHL (magnified ×20),
c non-metastatic tumor
(magnified ×20), d metastatic
tumor (magnified ×20), bottom
right CHGB expression level
by diagnosis
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samples from patients without metastatic disease (p=0.03).
This finding is consistent with CHGB’s cytoplasmic role of
calcium ion regulation, which affects both cellular prolifer-
ation and cell death [53, 54].

The most frequently mutated gene in human tumors is
TP53, which encodes the p53 protein [14]. Usually, p53
expression is low in both the nucleus and cytoplasm of cells
[55–59]. However, if a cell’s DNA is damaged, p53 expres-
sion is increased and functions as a stress-responsive
transcription factor [55, 56]. Roe et al. [60] studied the
interaction of pVHL and p53, identifying that the α-
domain of pVHL directly associates with p53 to strengthen
p53’s transcriptional activity in the presence of DNA dam-
age and to activate the p53 apoptotic signaling pathway by
nucleating an ATM kinase. In VHL-related renal cell carci-
nomas, the alteration of the p53 regulatory pathway has
been associated with a phenotype of high resistance to
radiation and chemotherapy [61, 62]. Point mutations of
p53 could also be a potential prognostic variable but this
was not analyzed in our study.

In our cohort, cytoplasmic staining was significantly
higher (p<0.05) in tumor samples taken from patients with
metastatic disease, suggesting that in these samples p53 is
sequestered in the cytoplasm, preventing it from engaging in
its DNA-stabilizing function. Similar staining has been de-
scribed in breast cancer and lung cancer [63–65]. Yachida et
al. [15] identified a loss of nuclear staining, not cytoplasmic
staining, in poorly differentiated PNETs. This correlated to
intragenic mutations in the TP53 gene as identified by
sequencing analysis. The immunostaining difference seen
in our cohort may be attributed to the interaction between
pVHL and p53.

An interesting finding in our analysis was that VHL
mutations located in exon 3 were associated with higher
nuclear expression of PTEN. Indeed, mutations in exon 3
of the VHL gene have been associated with aggressive
PNETs [66]. In our series, microcystic serious cystadenomas
and WHO grade I (well-differentiated, benign features)
PNETs had the highest nuclear expression, while WHO
grade III had the lowest nuclear expression.

Another interesting finding of our study was the associ-
ation between cytoplasmic expression of CC-3 and serum
values of CHGA (ρ=0.7190, p=0.02). A similar relation-
ship has been reported in prostate cancer cell lines in which
serum CHGA expression created a dose- and time-
dependent cell-growth inhibition as measured by the num-
ber of apoptotic cells and CC-3 expression [67]. This sug-
gests that serum CHGA may have a naturally intended
biologic negative feedback roll on cell proliferation.

There are several limitations in our analysis. One is the
number of samples analyzed does not allow us to evaluate
the eight genes as possible markers of disease-free survival
and overall survival but this represents a relatively large

study for VHL-associated PNETs. Although, immunohisto-
chemistry is semiquantitative and may not detect relatively
small differences in the expression level of the eight genes
studied, we wanted to use a standard technique which could
be used in biopsy samples or histologic evaluation of
tumors. This could allow the application of the markers,
once validated, associated with aggressive PNETs to stratify
which patients have aggressive tumor and would warrant
resection. However, it will be important to validate our
findings in a larger study cohort to make sure the significant
statistical associations observed are not due to a limited
sample set for this rare tumor.

This study examined the subcellular compartmentaliza-
tion of eight proteins to identify whether any provided
prognostic value. Our results suggest this is true for several
markers. A lower PTEN nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio, a
higher ATRX nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio, a decreased
expression of nuclear CHGA, a lower cytoplasmic expres-
sion of CHGB, and a greater cytoplasmic expression of
TP53 are associated with aggressive VHL-associated
PNETs. Furthermore, as each of these protein levels is
independent of Ki-67 expression, these markers may act as
an adjunctive marker for tumor grading.
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